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Abstract 

The study joins to general psychology. It refers to the elucidation of the status of “subliminal 
perception” concept, on the epistemological side, and to the delimitation of the content of the perceptive 
phenomenon which this appoints to, on the pragmatic side. 

The existence of the subliminal human “consumption” is tested by using logical, psycho-
logical, and “of law” arguments and thus the phenomenon is taken out from the shape of any doubt.  

Subliminal perception does exist. It is not a perceptive act (intentional act), but a perceptive 
fact (it happens with no implication of the preceptor subject’s volition, but sometimes against his will). 

If the reality of the subliminal perceptive experience, as a whole, in the psychological sphere 
of the “common sense”, was theoretically long refused as a whole, forms of which, such as: the 
semantic non-conscious primarity (Marcel, 1983), the subliminal sensibilization (Colin Cherry), the 
non-conscious affective preferences (Bornstein, Leone, Galley, 1987), the semantic processing 
(Miclea, 1999), were easily assimilated among the gains of the applied psychology. 

It was necessary only one step in order to reach from “forms” to “type”. As a realization of this 
thinking and above it, as a delimitation (with a separate justification) subliminal perception is chosen 
to be characterized as being a “type of perception” (Ciofu, 1994) and not a “special form” (Zlate, 1999).  

It is shown that this type of perception is a communication chanel. 
On the other hand, after analysing the factors of the subliminal perception (the perceptor 

subject, the context and the perceptive object), some effects of the subliminal processing of some 
messages upon behavior are presented. Thus it is concluded that the changes, the alterations that may 
occur by subliminal perception way are superficial and of short duration but they could become 
cognitive schedules by consolidating them in other ways. 

The human behavior cannot be controlled using subliminal messages, but it can accept 
directing influences. We can talk about general classes, but not specific behaviors (Miclea, 1999). 

Cuvinte-cheie: percepţie subliminală, comunicare subliminală, canal subliminal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of subliminal perception is among the few concepts that have a 
history relatively well established. 
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Emerged at the middle of the century, it has been imposed especially by the 
resonance of the double targetted experiments: the phycho-teoretical one and the 
commercial-practical one, the latter being prevalent. 

“Subliminal” is a neologism which exceeds, relatively unusual, a well trained 
man’s lexical horizon. Maybe because of that, as an astonishment, the subliminal 
perception remains a perceptive approach amenable to doubt. 

In Latin, “sub-liminal” means under-threshold. A stimulus (perceptive object) 
is subliminal when its action period upon the analizors is smaller than the action 
necessary for its conscious recognition or when its intensity is so feeble that it can’t 
become consciously consistent. Its adaptive consciouly-intentional features (element of 
the perceptor subject) and of the threshold ones (element of the perceptive object) 
are the main factors of any perceptive activity. 

Therefore, even when it comes to subliminal perception, they must be cleared 
first. 

2. THE SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTIVE FACT 

The perception process is formed by one or more perception facts, in general 
acceptance. The man perceives whether he wants it or not. Sometimes he does it on 
purpose, sometimes not on purpose. These activities are facts of perception. 

When he intentionally perceives, his manifestation is a perceptive act, for 
example when he wants to hear something and he can hear (for this situation the 
language has a clearer articulation: “hears”), he wants to see something and he can 
see, he wants to feel by touching something and he can feel etc.  

When perception takes place with the conscience of perception, then we’re 
dealing with a perceptive act.  

The act performed with “conscience” is an intentional act, because, as A. Camus 
shows, “the conscience is characterized by intention” (Camus, 1994, p. 132). 

But when perception takes place involuntary, subconsciously (as in the case 
of subliminal perception) or unconsciously, we assist to a perceptive fact, in 
restricted acceptance. 

The perceptive act is an intentional reception, unlike the perceptive fact, 
when the perception takes place with no will, sometimes against an eventual 
conscious will of the aimed preceptor subject: “I don’t want to hear” does not 
merely mean “I can’t hear”. 

The perceptive act involves intention and other practical derivatives of the 
conscience: motivations, attention, mechanisms, rules and strategies, feed-back etc. 

In the perceptive act, the intention develops not only by its initiation, but also 
by interrupting the perceptive technology before going through all the necessary 
operations for attaining a percept. Anyway, the intention produces perceptive 
effects. 
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The perceptive act and the perceptive fact have as elements: a preceptor 
subject, a perceptive object and a percept, the result of the perceptive process. 

The concepts of perceptive act and of perceptive fact are not new. They have 
been used by the specialists of the general psychology, but with no imputable rigor, 
because it comes to the maturity the science itself has got to, to its critical stage. 

The object “appears” and its perception takes place, when the material signal 
it produces fits the receptor’s sensibility range. The sensation is determined by an 
objective “excitation” which overcomes the receptor’s noise, the absolute inferior 
threshold. If this limit is overstepped, the excitation will not be consciously 
recorded, as an act. 

Our contact with the external sources of information, as M. Golu shows 
(Golu, 1975, p. 131), may be established in two ways: passively, when the infor-
mation issued by source “falls” itself within our reception field, and actively, when 
we intentionally look ourselves or purposely come across a certain source’s action. 
In both cases a conformation of the corresponding communication channels develops: 
the oriented mobilization of one and the relative disconnection of the others. 

In our opinion, the passive contact represents a fact of perception in a 
restricted acceptance, and the active one, an act of perception. 

The concept of “fact”, meaning the reality which asserts itself, has appeared 
rather late in the history of psychology. Even so, it’s defining idea, as a gesture of 
the mind’s coherence, preceded it by the connotative articulation, the conscience of 
the difference between act and fact existed before it: “the acquired operational 
characteristics make the man not only to see, but to notice, not only to hear, but to 
listen, not only to feel the touch of the objects, but to touch those exploratory etc.” 
(Rubinstein, 1960, p. 39). 

In the category of the perceptive facts are included not only those operations 
and involuntary perceptive actions, but more accurate, those which happen right 
outside the conscience space. Among the latter are the facts of subliminal 
perception which develop in the process of subliminal perception. 

It may be emphasized that the subliminal perception is not an act, but a 
perceptive fact, and by procedure – rather an automatic mechanism than an 
algorithmic or heuristic strategy. 

The acquired operational characteristics make the men not only to “see” 
(perceptive fact), but to “notice” (perceptive act), not only “to hear” (fact), but also 
to “listen” (act), not only “to feel the touch of the objects” (fact), but to “touch 
them exploratory” (act) etc.   

3. THE SUBLIMINAL THRESHOLD 

The subliminal perception designates the perception fact of some stimuli of 
which parameters register under the threshold of the conscience human perception.  
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In fact, the stimulus duration is often shorter than the awareness duration, and 
because of that the phenomenon is called subception. M. Reuchlin uses the term to 
designate the sensorial processes of the stimulus recognition, which take place 
before the proper perception.  

The subliminal perception is the result of the capacity of human reception 
devices to record, process and respond to the stimuli that can’t reach the minimal 
absolute limit. 

When it comes to this “special type of perception”, as I. Ciofu (Ciofu, 1994, 
p. 8–9) qualifies it, the second element that must be considered as defining, after 
the character of fact, is the character of threshold. 

It is necessary to make the difference, the same well-known psychologist 
asserts, between the perceptive threshold and the physiological threshold, situated 
beneath the first, in order to go beyond it, the stimulus needs less energy. Between 
the two thresholds there is an active reception area that provides more information 
than we are aware of. In this case the phenomenon of subliminal dynamic activation 
happens: sensorial physiological received information tend to be transformed in 
conscience psychical acts. They don’t become conscious; they only remain to the 
stage of psychical facts (unconscious). The words, the visual or auditory presented 
images can trigger the phenomenon, the subliminal perceptive fact. 

The difference between the physiological limit (the limit beginning which the 
stimulus intensity awakens the sensorial analyzers and produces a brain processing 
that goes beyond the conscious control) and the perceptive limit (the limit 
beginning which the subject consciously perceives) has been integrated to the 
conceptual device of psychology by R. Plotnik and S. Mollenauer. 

On the other hand, it must be said that between the physiological threshold 
and the perceptive one there is another threshold: the affective one. Before 
rationally responding (cognitively, conceptually), M. Golu asserted (Golu, 1975,  
p. 251), to some external influence or another, the subject responds affectively, the 
affective perception limit being significantly lower than of the cognitive one. 

Both the physiological threshold and the affective one is under the perceptive 
threshold, namely in the subliminal perception area. 

“The subliminal limit” is variable, depending on the stimulus (perceptive 
object), preceptor and context.  

4. SPECIAL FORM OF PERCEPTION OR SPECIAL TYPE OF PERCEPTION 

In essence, if in any perception case, of any type of perception, there is a 
perceptive limit and physiological one, then for any type of perception we will 
have (for the sensorial channels) a conscious perception and another one, uncon-
scious. So that “the doubt must be removed on this special type of perception: the 
presence of the subconscious phase in perception may be separated and always 
highlighted” (Ciofu, 1994, p. 9). 
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The subliminal perception would be a reaction of the organism to an 
unconscious received excitation, because “the excitants which produce it are under 
the sensorial threshold, as intensity or exposure duration” (Cosmovici, 1994, p. 113). 

Accepting the existing of the phenomenon as unchallengeable, M. Zlate 
asserts that for the situation in which it happens, the term of “perception” would be 
improper. He doesn’t doubt any further, but he remains in the perception area, 
qualifying the phenomenon as a “special form of perception” (Zlate, 1999, p. 158–
162). 

Consequently we have to choose between “a special type of perception” and 
“a special form of perception”. The choice will be conducted by the epistemology 
decision to make a difference between the type (model) and occurrence. Because in 
the perception perimeter, based on the criterion of the processing awareness, two 
types of perception are defined (subliminal and supraliminal), we will prefer 
another special type of perception, which, in his turn, has different forms as 
occurrences.  

5. FORMS OF SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTION (EXPERIENCES AND EXPERIMENTS) 

5.1. EXPERIENCES 

The problem of subliminal perception has been raised, for the first time 
practically, in relation to a marketing study, conducted by James Vicary on 
September-October 1956 (Moldoveanu, Marin, 1995, p. 111), who, in a cinema 
situated in New Jersey, integrated into the full-length film (“Picnic”) subliminal 
imperative advertisement messages: “Drink Coca-Cola!” and “Eat Pop Corn!”. 
The duration of each was of 1/3000 of a second, namely more under the human 
threshold of visual perception, subsequently stated at 0.1–0.2 seconds (Ibidem,  
p. 113). The messages would repeat every 5 seconds.  

Obviously, the spectators have not been warned, they haven’t seen them and 
they have never suspected they were on the screen. They weren’t able to perceive 
those messages on the conscience level; they have received them in the sub-
conscious. 

In six weeks, 45.000 spectators were exposed to the messages. In this time, 
the sales increased at the shops situated at the cinema exit: 58% at pop-corn and 
18% at coca-cola. 

5.2. EXPERIMENTS 

After they evoke (already became a model) the fact of subliminal perception, 
of the “pop-corn” and the “coca-cola” consumption, J.G. Seamon and D.T. Kenrick 
(Seamon, Kenrick, 1992, p. 139), considering the phenomenon as an unconcealed 
reality, they argue: “The effects of subliminal perception have been noticed in 
studies of priority, semantic primarity and in research on the affective preferences”. 
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To be mentioned as well is the N.F. Dixon’s (1981) ascertainment that 
psychologists have reached contradictory “mixed results” in examining the 
phenomenon.  

5.2.1. The semantic processing  
A revealing experiment for the subliminal semantic processing level, mentioned 

by Şt. Prutianu (Prutianu, 1998, p. 229), was R. Fowler’s (1981). 
At first, he has exposed the subjects to a subliminal stimulus, formed by the 

word “Shelter”. Then, he has displayed on a screen the words “Hotel” and “Book”. 
The subjects have been required to say what they believe the word with a similar 
significance to the subliminal stimulus is. 96% of the experimental groups’ 
members have answered HOTEL. 

The conclusion was that the subliminal message is processed, including 
semantically, but the processing is incomplete, imprecise and it refers only to the 
semantic range of the stimulus. 

It has been argued that the subjects’ aspirations and expectations, as well as 
their innate dispositions can be stimulated by the subliminal perception. 

Speaking of the same experiment, M. Miclea (Miclea, 1999, p. 126) asserts 
that the subliminal messages are processed including semantically, by an analyzing 
mechanism which obviously, being automatic, can’t be processed. The semantic 
processing which happens is placed not at the level of individual significance, but 
at the one of categorial significance.     

5.2.2. The non-conscious semantic primarity 
The emergence of the audio-subliminal perception phenomenon has been 

tested within the procedures of the semantic primarity, consisting of the influence 
of a word to the perception of the next word. The semantic primarity is in our 
opinion a procedure that belongs to the system of expectations and presences. The 
influence is inertial; the cognitive scheme of the semantic framing remains 
mobilized in the next word processing. It makes the perceptive subject to tend to 
give the following word an adjacent significance or belonging to the semantic 
range of the previous one. And hasn’t C.S. Peirce indeed clearly said: “Any 
previous thought suggests something to the next thought, namely is the sign for 
something to the latter?” (apud Eco, 1980, p. 218).   

Remarkable confirmative studies on the subject the British psychologist 
Anthony Marcel (Marcel, 1983, p. 197–237) has undertaken. Let’s take the following 
example: if we read in a text the word “explosive”, we will processed more rapidly 
the significance of the next enunciation: “The bomb exploded when passing 
nearby…”, than if it would have been preceded by the word “beach”. We are 
dealing with a “coincidental” primarity, or, more exactly, processed post-factum.  

A. Marcel was interested in how a semantic primarity can be achieved when 
the previous stimulus is subliminally presented (so fast that it can be perceived 
unconsciously). He showed to the subjects, supraliminal, two items on a screen. 
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Their task was to decide whether the second item was a word (“child”) or a non-
word (“glayer”). They had to say yes, if the second word had been a non-word. A. 
Marcel noticed that when the first stimulus was connected to the second, the 
semantic primarity phenomenon would occur; the subjects were faster answering 
“child” was the word, if it would have been preceded by a connected word 
“teenager”, then if it would have been preceded by the word “street”.  

The experiment became more interesting when the first word has been 
subliminal presented. Apparently (as subliminal), the first stimulus (word) was 
non-consciously recorded, due to the projection speed which has overcame the 
processing capacity. In any case, he was “consciously” connected semantically to 
the second. 

A. Marcel noticed that the semantic primarity occurred again. An experiment 
conducted by Ghevrin (apud Zlate, 1999, p. 159) proved that those initially sub-
liminal displayed words are easily recognized when they are subsequently 
supraliminal presented.  

R.B. Zajonc (1980) submitted subliminal to some subject different forms of 
polygons. Subsequently, he submitted those supraliminal, mixed with others. He 
noticed that the subjects recognized and named easier and more rapidly the 
polygons which represented the exercise of subliminal perception, although they 
couldn’t say if these were part of the subliminal range or just part of the 
supraliminal one. 

5.2.3. Subliminal sensitization 
Colin Cherry, in his experiments regarding the audio technique of tracking, 

has demonstrated that the subjects to whom two messages were submitted by 
headphones (one message to an ear and the other message to the other ear), if they 
pay attention to one of them, they can’t really say anything about the other one, as 
if they couldn’t heard it at all (apud Eysenck and Eysenck, 1999, p. 158). Related 
to that an experiment conducted by Corteen and Dunn (apud Zlate, 1999, p. 159) is 
to be mentioned: after sensitizing subliminal the subjects to some words by electric 
shock, they presented them a set of words to one ear and another set to the other 
ear, asking them to pay attention to what they have been hearing with only one ear. 

According to C. Cherry’s supraliminal perception theory, the words they 
haven’t paid attention to they wouldn’t have to have heard. The discovery has been 
that “the careless ear” had processed subliminal what it had been assigned to.  

5.2.4. The non-conscious affective preferences 
“Even our inclination to some stimulus – J.G. Seamon and D.T. Kenrick state – 

may be influenced by subliminal processes” (Seamon, Kenrick, 1992, p. 140). 
The results of R.F. Bornstein, D.R. Leone and D.J. Galley’s experiments 

stand for arguments. Irregular geometric figures were presented subliminal for a 
millionth of a second to some subjects. At this extremely short duration, they have 
said that they had seen only flashes of light. After five exposures to these flashes, 
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they have been given a recognition test consisting of figures belonging to the 
“flashes” and new ones, asking them to select the figures they “liked”. Their 
tendency was to choose as “likable” more figures belonging to the ones submitted 
subliminal. In other words, they “have liked” more the pre-watched figures, even 
they were incapable of recognizing them.  

Other experiments have proved that subliminal exposure of a stranger might 
influence our opinion on that particular person when, subsequently, we will meet 
her on a social situation.  

We tend to like people we have already met, even though we don’t recall 
seeing them (Bornstein, Leone and Galley, 1987, p. 1070–1079). 

6. SUBLIMINAL CHANNEL? 

The existence of subliminal perception is so demonstrated by the alterations 
of the perceiving subjects’ behavior (volitional, emotional and cognitive) which in 
its absence wouldn’t happen. 

Once admitted, it has been questioned if it might be a channel of com-
municative influence upon the perceiving subject and if so, in what areas and with 
what efficiency. 

Accepting the possibility of generating a subliminal perception, auditory, 
visual or of any kind is taking into account a communication channel with a separate 
existence from the conscious channels (Channouf, Pichevin, 1998, p. 70–74).  

Messages can be transmitted by subception. They take the form of some 
weak energetic excitations that are perceived only physiological and only by the 
human subconscious, with no conscious involvement.  

Professor M. Zlate’s opinion is that through the messages transmitted by 
subliminal perception is hard to believe it “might obtain a deep, significant change 
of the individual’s attitudes, motivations and behaviors” or that specific actions and 
attitudes might occur. The subliminal perception might be and it is the channel 
through which “slightest, superficial, transitory alterations of behavior” might occur.  

Perception, as it is known, is not autotelic, but generally, oriented, teleological. It 
is rather offensive that defensive. Through it the primary conceptual organizing of 
the cognitive material takes place (Habermas, 1983, p. 431), being “something 
through which we exist” and representing “the core of any philosophical and 
psychological comprehension” (Lyotard, 1997, p. 59). 

If to the previous statement we add the opinion we tend to believe as being 
true, that the subliminal perception is a special type of perception, then we will 
conclude by designing the syllogism:  

– The subliminal perception consists of the primary conceptual organizing of 
the cognitive material; 

– The subliminal perception is a part too of the core of the philosophical and 
psychological comprehension; 

– The subliminal perception is generally teleological and offensive. 
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7. THE SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTION FACTORS 

Among the conditionings of the efficiency of the subliminal perception 
occurring are the factors of the perceptive object (the level of the stimulus 
intensity), the stable and the momentary factors of the perceiving subject (the state 
of the sensorial analyzers, the motivation, the interest, the anxiety state, the fatigue 
state etc.) and the actions of the competing perceptive objects. 

7.1. THE PERCEIVING SUBJECT 

The man, as a perceiving subject, doesn’t generally register only what he 
wants; by subliminal perception, he registers unconscious signals, placed under the 
threshold. Thus, he is easy to manipulate, and he may be influenced; his behavior 
may be oriented “unconsciously as well” (Ciofu, 1999, p. 34). 

The subjects of the subliminal perceptive fact, as the experiments revealed, 
are normal, commune people, anyone of us. Thus, the subliminal perception 
doesn’t imply a qualification, an endowment or any special training, but it is not 
also excluded that, as different as we are, the subliminal perception wouldn’t be 
sooner at some sensitive individuals’ hand than at others’ less sensitive.  

If those mentioned may be considered efficiency conditions, the existence 
condition related to the subject of the subliminal perceptive act, will consist of 
internal factors of state: the fatigue, the presence or the absence of interest, of 
motivation, of anxiety etc. (Ibidem, p. 9). 

If by subliminal perception messages can be transmitted to the individual, 
messages he is not aware of consciously, which are out of his control, then it will 
be considered that he may be influenced through them and so through them his 
behavior may be controlled; he as a person may be manipulated to some extent.   

Things are not that simple yet. Of course subliminal perception is a certainty, 
it is, M. Miclea asserts, “a fact which cannot be doubted any more” (Miclea, 1999, 
p. 126). It implies an unconscious processing of the physical characteristics of the 
stimulus, performed by the cognitive modules involved in the primary and secondary 
processing. As any perception, it has an object, when it comes to auditory and 
video perception, a certain message, a cohesive and coherent assembly of sig-
nificances, target oriented. 

The perceiving subject is not affected by any kind of message he processes 
subliminal, but only by those semantically processed. The messages are not 
individually processed, absolutely concretely. They are the object of some categorial 
processing, of general type. Consequently we are dealing with guiding general 
messages, categorial but not purely concrete as the supraliminal ones, for example. 

Referring to the relation between the subliminal message and the perceiving 
subject’s behavior targeted by them, M. Miclea states that, because the semantic 
processing of the significance cores “aim the semantic family that particular 
message belongs to and not its individual significance, they can support, at most, a 
set of behaviors, but cannot induce a specific behavior” (Miclea, 1999, p. 126). 
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The subject’s life and behavior of the subliminal perceptive fact, M. Zlate 
asserts (Zlate, 1999, p. 162), “may be influenced in a subtle manner”, even without 
him realizing it.  

So the human behavior can’t be controlled by subliminal messages, but it 
may be induced a guiding behavior of general type (Hoka, 1998, p. 36–40). 

Some of the components of the verbal messages are linked with subliminal 
messages. As professor Emilia Parpală asserts: “the fatherly tone, with a subliminal 
message of trust, competence, experience and order, induces an automatic reaction 
of listening and obedience” (2009, p. 76). 

7.2. THE SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTIVE OBJECT 

In what the object of the perceptive subliminal fact concerns to, it is formed 
especially by one-channel, simple stimuli, addressed to one sensorial analyzer 
(audio, video). 

At a closer look we realize that the subliminal perceptions occur only to our 
most developed and intellectualized senses (hearing and seeing) which have very 
elevated absolute sensitivities, a wide access range and well delimited absolute 
minimal thresholds (Channouf, 2000, p. 14). 

It is difficult, if not impossible to achieve, a subliminal tactile, gustatory, 
smelling perception. These senses are less conceptually evolved, and their influence, 
though deep, as in the case of smell, it is really reduced, these being less sensitive 
channels. 

Without having experimental arguments, we can, on the other hand, state that 
the subliminal processing of some complex stimuli can be achieved, but with 
difficulty and no significant effects. 

In I. Ciofu’s opinion the subliminal perception object must comply with the 
condition of placing itself as intensity between the physiological limit and the 
perceptive limit (Ciofu, 1994, p. 9). 

7.3. PROCESSING AND DEFENCE  

Related to the way the subliminal perception occur, sometimes as in C. Cherry-
Corteen, Dunn’s case, even trying to undermine the supraliminal perception, it 
must be showed that it, to a great extend automatic, mechanical, than the 
supraliminal one, occurs by “subconscious processing which ensure unusual and 
invisible activations and relations” (Zlate, 1999, p. 161), followed up by subliminal-
supraliminal sums. 

At subliminal level, the messages are registered, especially through some 
cognitive schemes. 

If the perception takes place with a balance of the perceptive mechanisms and 
strategies, the subliminal one will be essentially modal, belonging to the 
unconscious mechanisms area. 
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In what the supraliminal perception concerns to, the perceiving subject has a 
perceptive defense behavior, in exchange, in the subliminal perception’s case, it 
looks completely unprotected. 

Even so, the J.R. Vokey’s research evinced that the perceptive subject’s 
expectations by involving some descendent processing can cancel the impact of the 
subliminal messages (apud Miclea, 1999, p. 127). 

The expectations form a real self surveillance system; they are part of the 
individual’s system of hopes and presences, is the representational instance with 
which the subject faces reality. 

The main form of defense is in the subliminal field the positive system of 
expectations, the positive thinking. 

To believe we are positively influenced by any thing which happens to us is 
to cancel three quarters of the subliminal messages effects which have the target of 
affecting us negatively. 

8. UTILITY AND PERSPECTIVES 

As shown, the most important effects of the subliminal perception are 
affective, but the cognitive and behavior ones do not lack either. They are 
“dependent to the intentions of the one who uses it” (apud Miclea, 1999, p. 127). 

They are generally ethically beneficial and praxiological profitable, but it 
must be said, they can be immoral or ontologically affective (Key, 1974, p. 43–47). 

Following the idea of its profitable effects, the subliminal perception has 
been used in trade (leading to the increase of products sales and the decrease of the 
number of shop lifting), in the development of the fast reading capabilities, in 
quitting smoking, in therapeutic acts, as well as in treating depression, anxiety and 
self distrust, alcoholism and drugs use, in the enhancement of self affirmation, and 
in the development of self-monitoring. Following this direction, the area of using 
subliminal messages can be extended to dreams and hallucinations directing, and to 
increasing the memorizing and learning performances (Zlate, 1999, p. 161). This 
special type of perception hasn’t escaped some unethical uses, at first, sub-
sequently, due to their regulation, even illegal. 

Such messages have been used in the United States of America for winning 
the audience: the radio, fighting with the television has been inserting messages 
like “The television is boring”. 

The subliminal messages have become in some cases elective means in 
political propaganda (Kapferer, 1998, p. 208–234). 

It is not excluded, although they are not confirmed and well known either, the 
research undertaken in this direction, that people or interested organizations, 
having adequate technical means, using phone lines or TV channels transmit 
subliminal flows, containing messages oriented to the communication partners or 
to possible arch receiver (receivers which don’t have the quality of the recipient of 
the supraliminal messages), such as: “Don’t pay attention!”, “Talk more!” etc. 
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Accepting reality as it is, with a conscience beyond the doubt regarding the 
existence of the subliminal perception, The Federal Communication Commission 
of the United States of America has prohibited his own members the use of the 
subliminal messages. Provisions of this kind have been subsequently adopted in 
England and Australia. 

Thus the subliminal perception acquired a birth certificate and a note book; it 
has already become a practical issue, implicitly theoretically indisputable.  

Primit în redacţie la: 11.I.2011 
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REZUMAT 

Studiul se înscrie în domeniul psihologiei generale. El vizează, pe linie epistemologică, 
clarificarea statutului conceptului de „percepţie subliminală” în structura aparatului conceptual al 
psihologiei, iar pe linie pragmatică, delimitarea conţinutului fenomenului perceptiv pe care acesta îl 
desemnează. 

Prin argumente logice, psihologice şi „de autoritate” se probează existenţa unui „consum” 
uman subliminal şi se scoate fenomenul în afara câmpului oricărei îndoieli. 

Percepţia subliminală există. Ea nu este un act perceptiv (act intenţional), ci un fapt perceptiv 
(se produce fără implicarea voinţei subiectului perceptor, uneori chiar împotriva voinţei acestuia). 

Dacă realitatea experienţei perceptive subliminale, ca atare, în cadrul psihologic al „bunului 
simţ”, a fost ca întreg din punct de vedere teoretic îndelung refuzată, forme ale acesteia precum: 
primaritatea semantică non-conştientă (A. Marcel), sensibilizarea subliminală (Colin Cherry), pre-
ferinţele afective non-conştiente (R.F. Bornstein, D.R. Leone, D.J. Galley), procesarea semantică  
(M. Miclea), au fost cu uşurinţă înglobate între câştigurile psihologiei aplicate. 

De la „forme” la „tip” nu era de făcut decât un pas. Ca un câştig al acestui raţionament şi în 
plus, ca o delimitare (cu o justificare separată) se optează pentru caracterizarea percepţiei subliminale 
ca „tip de percepţie” (I. Ciofu) şi nu ca „formă specială” (M. Zlate). 

Acest tip de percepţie, se arată, constituie un canal de comunicare. 
Pe de altă parte, după ce se analizează factorii percepţiei subliminale (subiectul perceptor, 

contextul şi obiectul perceptiv), se evocă unele efecte ale procesării subliminale a unor mesaje asupra 
comportamentului. Se concluzionează, în acest sens, că schimbările, modificările ce se pot produce pe 
calea percepţiei subliminale sunt de suprafaţă şi de scurtă durată şi că întărite, consolidate pe alte căi, 
ele se pot instala ca scheme cognitive. 

Comportamentul uman nu poate fi controlat pe calea mesajelor subliminale, dar el poate primi 
influenţe de direcţionare. Se pot induce clase generale şi nu comportamente specifice (M. Miclea). 


